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Cardiovascular Topics
Subclinical anthracycline therapy-related cardiac
dysfunction: an ignored stage B heart failure in an
African population
Wan Zhu Zhang, Feriel Azibani, Karen Sliwa

Abstract
Anthracyclines are potent antineoplastic agents with a proven
efficacy in the treatment of many paediatric and adult
haematological and solid-organ cancers. Anthracycline therapy-related cardiac dysfunction (ATRCD) is the commonest
and most well-studied chemotherapy-induced cardiovascular toxicity. Therefore patients who received anthracycline
therapy are considered in stage A heart failure. Recent study
findings suggest that anthracycline cardiotoxicity represents a
continuum that begins with subclinical myocardial cell injury,
followed by an early asymptomatic decline in left ventricular
ejection fraction that can progress to symptomatic heart failure if left untreated. In Western countries, ATRCD has been
reported in 57% of anthracyclines-treated patients. However,
data on incidence and spectrum of ATRCD in Africa are not
available. This literature review aimed to highlight the concept
of subclinical ATRCD as a stage B heart failure in the spectrum of ATRCD, and the importance of early detection.
We emphasise the potential burden and risk of subclinical
ATRCD in the African population, with the ultimate aim of
drawing the attention of health workers in Africa to improve
care of the relevant population.
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Anthracyclines are potent antineoplastic agents with proven
efficacy in the treatment of many paediatric and adult
haematological and solid-organ cancers. Anthracycline therapyrelated cardiac dysfunction (ATRCD) is the most notorious
and well-studied chemotherapy-induced cardiovascular toxicity.
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This dose-dependent ATCRD was first described in 1971
in a cohort of 67 patients treated with Adriamycin for a
variety of tumours.1 The clinical significance of anthracycline
cardiotoxicity is growing with the increasing number of cancer
survivors worldwide. ATRCD is defined as a decrease in left
ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) of > 10%, to a value < 53%.2
Anthracycline toxicity may be acute, early or late. Acute
toxicity, which develops in 1% of patients immediately after
infusion, is uncommon and generally reversible.3 Early effects
occur within the ﬁrst year of treatment, while late effects manifest
after several years (median of seven years after treatment).4,5
Early- and late-onset cardiac dysfunction are more likely to be
irreversible.5
In the literature there is wide variation in the reported
frequency of clinical cardiotoxicity. Differences in study
population, treatment protocols and duration of follow up
could account for this wide variability. The prevalence of late
asymptomatic ATRCD has been reported to be more than 57%
at a median of 6.4 years after treatment among survivors of
childhood cancers,6 and the incidence of symptomatic heart
failure as high as 16%, 0.9 to 4.8 years after treatment.7
According to the American College of Cardiology and
American Heart Association guidelines,8 patients who received
cardiotoxic agents are considered in stage A heart failure. This
identifies patients who are at a high risk for developing heart
failure with no evidence of cardiac structural disorder. Stage
B refers to patients with cardiac structural disorder but who
have never developed symptoms of heart failure. Stage C denotes
patients with symptoms of heart failure associated with
underlying structural heart disease, and stage D designates the
patient with end-stage disease who requires specialised treatment
strategies such as mechanical circulatory support, continuous
inotropic infusions, cardiac transplantation or hospice care. This
approach to the classification of heart failure emphasises both
the evolution and progression of the disease (Table 1).
Table 1. Classification of heart failure (HF)
Stage of HF

Definition

A

High risk for developing HF with no evidence of cardiac
structural disorder

B

Cardiac structural disorder but has never developed symptoms
of HF

C

Symptoms of HF associated with underlying structural heart
disease

D

End-stage disease requiring specialised treatment strategies
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This literature review aimed to highlight the concept of
subclinical ATRCD as a stage B heart failure, underline the
importance of its early detection, and emphasise the potential
burden and risk of subclinical ATRCD in the African population.
Our ultimate aim was therefore to draw the attention of African
clinicians in order to improve care of the relevant population.

Concept of subclinical ATRCD
Anthracycline inhibits topoisomerase II (Top2), an essential
enzyme for unwinding deoxyribonucleic acid strands during
deoxyribonucleic acid replication or transcription.9 High
cumulative use of anthracyclines induces deleterious effects
on cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells, ﬁbroblasts and cardiac
stem cells (Fig. 1). In the cardiac tissue, anthracycline targets
Top2β, the primary Top2 isoform in the heart, triggering
profound changes in the transcription, leading to defective
mitochondrial biogenesis and reduced levels of anti-oxidative
enzymes, manifested as increased production of reactive oxygen
species and cardiomyocyte death.10
Anthracycline has also been shown to reduce coronary
branching, capillary density and the expression of myocardial
vascular growth factors.11 The number of cardiac progenitor cells
and their ability to differentiate into endothelial cells, smooth
muscle cells or myocytes is also diminished.11 Therefore the
ability of the heart to adapt to any additional stress is impaired
after exposure to anthracyclines.
Recent study findings suggest that anthracycline cardiotoxicity
represents a continuum that begins with subclinical myocardial
A
Anthracyclines

TOP 2β
DNA

cell injury, followed by an early asymptomatic decline in
LVEF, which can progress to symptomatic heart failure if left
untreated.12 Not all subclinical LV dysfunctions (stage B heart
failure) will become stage C or D heart failure. However, these
insults enhance cardiac susceptibility to further cardiovascular
stresses (such as pregnancy, surgery, hypertension) or injuries
(radiation, ischaemia) and, ultimately, increase the risk of
premature cardiovascular (CVD) mortality. This phenomenon
has been labelled the multiple-hit hypothesis13 (Fig. 2).
Cardinale et al.12 suggested that late-onset anthracycline
cardiotoxicity likely reflects the timing of detection, rather than
the timing of the occurrence of cardiotoxicity. These findings,
together with the multiple-hit hypothesis, highlight an urgent
need for the surveillance and management of anthracycline
cardiotoxicity.
Periodic echocardiographic monitoring has been advocated
for this vulnerable population.2 To further improve early detection
of subclinical LV functional deterioration, guidelines from oncocardiologists advise the use of advanced cardiac imaging (global
longitudinal strain, GLS), often combined with the use of
circulating levels of cardiotoxicity biomarkers such as cardiac
troponin.14 It is therefore recommended to evaluate at baseline
(initiation of anthracycline regimen) LVEF, GLS and circulating
cardiac troponin levels. If any of these three parameters are
abnormal, a cardiology consultation is recommended.
Follow up is recommended at the completion of anthracycline
therapy and six months later for doses < 240 mg/m2 or its
equivalent. Once this dose is exceeded, measurements of LVEF,
GLS and troponin level are recommended before each additional
50 mg/m2.2 According to recommendations from the American
Society of Echocardiography and the European Association of
Cardiovascular Imaging, a relative percentage decrease of GLS
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Fig. 1. M
 echanism of anthracycline cardiotoxicity. A: In
cardiac tissue, anthracycline inhibits topoisomerase
II β (Top2β), triggering profound changes in transcription, leading to defective mitochondrial biogenesis,
increased production of reactive oxygen species and
cardiomyocyte death. B: Anthracycline induces deleterious effects on cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells,
ﬁbroblasts and cardiac progenitor cells, affects cardiac
contractility and attenuates repair, neovascularisation
and proliferation after injury, thus resulting in cardiac
dysfunction.
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Fig. 2. S
 pectrum of ATRCD and the multiple-hit hypothesis.
HF, heart failure; LV, left ventricular; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; STE, speckle-tracking echocardiography.
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Fig. 3. Strain images of a patient who was diagnosed with subclinical ATRCD by GLS.

> 15% (Fig. 3) compared with baseline and/or positive troponin
I levels during follow up will be considered subclinical ATRCD.2
Only a few studies have reported the incidence of subclincal
ATRCD. Boyd et al.15 used two-dimensional strain analysis
to detect subclinical LV systolic dysfunction in 140 breast
cancer patients early (within three month) after anthracycline
chemotherapy. Subclinical LV dysfunction (> 11% reduction
in GLS) occurred in 22% of their patient cohort. In another
cohort of 159 patients receiving anthracycline, trastuzumab
(a monoclonal antibody for treating HER2 receptor-positive
breast cancer) or both,16 decreased GLS (by > 11%) was found
in 33% of patients seven months after the completion of the
chemotherapy treatment. Interestingly, LVEF remained within
normal ranges in both studies.

African populations who are at risk of
developing ATRCD
Cancer is emerging as a major public health problem in
sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) because of population aging and
growth, as well as increased prevalence of key risk factors,
including those associated with social and economic transition.
A high residual burden of infectious agents (HIV/AIDS, human
papillomavirus, hepatitis B virus) in certain SSA countries
unquestionably drives the rates of certain cancers. Indeed, about
one-third of all cancers in the region are estimated to be infection
related.17 Breast and cervical cancer in women and prostate
cancer in men are the major cancers with a poor outcome in
SSA.17
The growing prevalence and pattern of cancer in SSA
determine the large role of anthracycline in cancer treatment
in SSA. In the developed world, anthracycline has been used
much less frequently, being partially replaced by novel, less
cardiac-toxic anti-tumour drugs when treating certain types of

cancer.18 However, most of these novel drugs are costly and so
not available in SSA.
Following the launching of the African Cancer Network
Project in 2012, more than 100 cancer treatment institutions were
set up by 2015.19 More and more African cancer patients are able
to receive anthracycline-based chemotherapy. Although there
are no reliable data on how many patients are receiving these
anti-tumour drugs in Africa, it has been estimated that about
60% of cancer patients in the Uganda Cancer Institute (UCI)
are treated with anthracycline. The common cancers treated
with anthracyclines at UCI include breast cancer (68.75%),
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (13.13%), Hodgkin’s lymphoma
(5.6%), advanced hepatocellular cancer (3.7%), soft tissue
sarcomas (3.7%) and leukaemia (3.1%). Moreover, 80% of this
population that are at risk of cardiotoxicity are women.17

Association of anthracycline cardiotoxicity
risk with ethnicity and gender
Studies investigating sexual dimorphism of anthracycline
cardiotoxicity are sparse. Yet growing evidence, mainly obtained
in experimental studies, pinpoints a sexual dimorphism of
doxorubicin cardiotoxicity, with females being protected
compared to males.20 This protection includes the essential
targets of anthracycline, that is energy metabolism, energetic
signalling pathways and oxidative stress.20
In a review article of anthracycline cardiotoxicity in
childhood cancer survivors, Armstrong et al.21 identiﬁed 17
studies evaluating gender as a risk factor for cardiotoxicity
after anthracyclines and found ﬁve, including four high-quality
studies, to validate that females experienced a poorer outcome
than males. It has been suggested that doxorubicin cardiotoxicity
is higher in prepubertal girls, and this could be explained by the
lack of protection from female hormones. Further studies are
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needed to understand in more detail the mechanism of female
protection.
Black race was found to be a risk factor for developing
ATRCD in both childhood cancer survivors22 and adult
cancer patients.23 In an in vitro study, Huang et al.24 used
EBV-transformed B-lymphoblastoid HapMap cell lines derived
from an African- and a European-descent cell line, in order
to evaluate population- and gender-specific differences in cell
cardiotoxicity after daunorubicin and other drug (carboplatin,
cisplatin, etoposide) treatment. Interestingly, African-descent
cell lines were found to be more prone to develop cytotoxicity
linked to daunorubicin.
In Africa, two published studies done in Cote d’Ivoire
and Morocco reported a high incidence of cardiotoxicity in
adult cancer patients on anthracycline treatment. Elalouani
et al. who conducted the first prospective cohort study in
Morocco, investigating the frequency of anthracycline-induced
cardiotoxicity, noted that 56% of the 70 patients developed a
decrease in cardiac function and 4% of cases developed severe
cardiotoxicity.25 In the prospective cohort study performed
at Abidjan Institute of Cardiology over 10 months, 45 adult
patients were followed up and four patients (8.8%) developed
significant cardiotoxicity.26

Cardiovascular care in African cancer patients:
current status, challenges and opportunities
Despite an increased risk of developing asymptomatic subclinical
ATRCD in Africa, there is a noted paucity of information
on burden of subclinical anthracycline-induced cardiotoxicity
and related predictors among adult cancer patients receiving
anthracycline chemotherapy. This large gap in knowledge has
led to a lack of local guidelines for monitoring and management
of ATRCD.
The majority of patients receive only screening
echocardiography before chemotherapy with no follow-up
cardiac screening. This may leave many anthracycline-treated
patients with undetected stage B heart failure (asymptomatic
subclinical cardiac dysfunction) at risk of developing stage C or
D heart failure when they encounter another cardiovascular risk
later in life.
Strain echocardiography (GLS) and biomarkers (troponin)
are verified diagnostic tools for this stage B heart failure. GLS
is becoming routinely used in this population in the developed
world but not in Africa, for a number of reasons. Indeed, many
cardiologists are not trained to use this methodology, and few
patients can afford the cost of serial echocardiography studies.
When strain echocardiography is not available, conventional
echocardiography parameters, which measure the longitudinal
motion of the left ventricle [mitral annular plane systolic
exertion (MAPSE), peak systolic mitral annular velocity by
tissue Doppler (S′)], may potentially be useful in Africa.27
However, their roles in detecting subclinical ATRCD have not
been studied.
Compared to strain echocardiography, biomarker tests are
cheaper and less skill-dependent, therefore more practical in
African settings. Troponin, a biomarker of cardiac injury, has
been found to have high negative predictive value in detecting
subclinical ATRCD.28 Natriuretic peptides, biomarkers of
cardiac load, are the next most commonly researched biomarkers
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in the context of ATRCD, apart from troponin. However, their
roles in detecting subclinical ATRCD are less defined due to
conflicting results from different trials. Myeloperoxidase is
regarded as a marker of oxidative stress. In a recent study of
multiple biomarkers, myeloperoxidase levels rose early, persisted
throughout the course of therapy, and were associated with
cardiotoxicity.29
Despite the challenges of implementing internationally
recommended cardiac care protocols for cancer patients in
SSA, conventional echocardiography combined with biomarker
tests may be potentially useful for African patients. These
tools have not been studied in SSA populations. Detecting
subclinical ATRCD in a low-income country (SATRACD
study) is an ongoing observational cohort study that will
diagnose subclinical ATRCD in Ugandan cancer patients using
international guidelines. The primary goal of this study is to
determine the burden and risk factors of subclinical ATRCD
in the study population, evaluating the role of conventional
echocardiography parameters and biomarkers in detecting
subclinical ATRCD in Ugandan cancer patients.

Conclusion
Due to the growing prevalence and unique pattern of cancer
populations in Africa and progress in oncology treatments,
there is increasing exposure of cancer patients to anthracycline.
Subclinical ATRCD is a silent risk factor for heart failure in
cancer survivors. Therefore subclinical ATRCD should no longer
be ignored in Africa.
Oncologists and cardiologists in Africa have a responsibility
to provide standard of care for patients receiving anthracycline
therapy by implementing international guidelines. Local research
in this field is needed to evaluate the real burden and risk factors
of anthracycline therapy-related stage B heart failure. Moreover,
in order to promote the application of available resources in
cardio-oncology clinical practice and help to establish national
guidelines for cardiac monitoring and management of patients
with ATRCD, research should investigate more easily accessible
tools to diagnose early damage, such as biomarkers and
conventional echocardiography parameters.
We appreciate the funding from the Medical Research Council of South Africa.
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